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ABSTRACT
The reliability of virtualization infrastructures in the face of avail-
ability issues is a long-standing problem. Current fault tolerance
approaches such as live VM replication are effective at addressing
external, accidental issues (e.g. hardware failures, power cuts, envi-
ronmental disasters); however, against an active attacker exploiting
zero-day denial-of-service (DoS) vulnerabilities in the hypervisor
itself, these approaches do not address the root cause of said vulner-
abilities, and therefore cannot protect against these issues. This is
made more relevant by the prevalence of DoS vulnerabilities among
many widely used hypervisors.

We introduce heterogeneous replication, a new solution that en-
hances live VM replication so that VMs can be replicated across
different hypervisors. We show that heterogeneous replication not
only mitigates accidental failures from the external operational en-
vironment, but also mitigates DoS attacks arising from hypervisor
vulnerabilities. We further show that heterogeneous replication
can be used to increase the security of virtualized infrastructures
without sacrificing availability.

We build HERE, our implementation of the heterogeneous repli-
cation concept for replicating a protected VM across hypervisor
boundaries. We describe the implementation of HERE, including
details on the necessary VM state replications, as well as a dy-
namic checkpoint interval adjustment scheme that maximizes VM
protection based on load levels. We evaluate HERE using various
benchmarks to show that HERE meets the goal of protecting VMs
from availability issues while adapting to the VM’s computing load.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Virtualization and security; • Com-
puter systems organization→ Cloud computing.

KEYWORDS
heterogeneous hypervisors, VM asynchronous state replication,
zero-day DoS vulnerabilities, virtualized infrastructures security
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1 INTRODUCTION
As a core component of the modern cloud, hypervisors offer cru-
cial isolation between multiple tenants, allowing various hardware
resources to be securely shared and protected. They therefore need
to guarantee the confidentiality, integrity and availability of client
VMs (also known as the CIA triad). Unfortunately, like any other
software, hypervisors can suffer from failures from various sources:
internal failures stemming from implementation bugs and design
issues [10, 22, 24]; or external failures originating from the opera-
tion environment, like hardware vulnerabilities [10, 23], hardware
failures, or environmental disasters.

Regardless of the source of failure, cloud providers must propose
a strategy to handle these issues. These strategies can generally be
categorized into three groups:

a. Active mitigation of vulnerabilities. These strategies generally
take either one of two forms: by applying live updates to a
running system, therefore ensuring protection from a newly-
discovered vulnerability as quickly as possible [54]; or by
using multiple software implementations to impede exploita-
tion, e.g. by dynamically switching between the two [24, 52];

b. Fast reboot and restoration. These strategies either aim to
reinitialize a small contained component of the system, or
optimize the reboot process such that they can be performed
as fast as possible within the maintenance timeframe [7,
16, 32, 55]. They can be used either proactively (i.e. after a
system update) or reactively (after a system failure).

c. Proactive state replication. These strategies advocate repli-
cating the system’s state, allowing the continuing of system
operation on a replica in case of external failures [9, 53].

Nevertheless, these approaches all share a common property: they
cannot address internal failures caused by an unknown (“zero-day”)
DoS vulnerability. In particular, mitigation-based approaches (a. and
b.) require knowledge of the vulnerability-to-be-mitigated, while
replication-based approaches (c.) can only recover from accidental
failures, and not intentional exploits.

To clarify, let us focus on live VM replication as commonly sup-
plied by hypervisor vendors. Live VM replication, known under
various commercial name like vSphere Fault Tolerance (VMWare),
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Remus (Xen), or COLO (KVM/Xen), provides a practical manner
of addressing availability issues by ensuring continuity of service
in the event of a system failure. These solutions generally work by
periodically checkpointing the running state of a VM (including its
CPU registers, memory, hardware states, etc.) and sending these
data over the network to a secondary physical host to be recon-
structed as a replica VM. In the event of a failure, the replica VM is
quickly activated so as to take over service operation.

It is worth noting that current VM replication solutions require
both the primary and secondary hosts to run the same hypervisor.
As stated above, this setup is only capable of dealing with external
failures, such as a hardware failure causing the primary host to
stop working. However, in the case of a targeted attack on the
hypervisor, for example by means of a DoS exploit, this approach
alone is insufficient for protecting the system. In fact, if the primary
host was brought down by a DoS vulnerability, activating the replica
does nothing to address the problem; the same vulnerability remains
and can be exploited again on the secondary host.

Figure 1: Coverage of various availability issue mitigation
strategies.

To address this gap, we propose an extension to live VM repli-
cation to handle more than external failures. We introduce the
concept of heterogeneous replication, which involves replicating
VMs in real-time between different hypervisor implementations,
combining the fault-tolerant properties of VM replication with the
principle of software diversity [33] to account for both internal and
external failures. Figure 1 provides a comparison of our solution
to other failure mitigation strategies: unlike most existing strate-
gies, heterogeneous replication proposes a defense against both
hardware failures and intentional DoS exploits, including zero-day
exploits for which a patch is not yet available.

To validate our concept, we implemented HERE, a platform for
replicating VMs across different hypervisors by implementing an
asynchronous state replication model [4], where the VM execution
state on the primary host is buffered to the replica, and its activity
is released following a checkpointing period. Based on previous
studies on heterogeneous migration on hypervisors [21, 24], HERE
extracts the necessary machine states from the running VM and
translates it across heterogeneous hypervisors. Nonetheless, repli-
cation requires continuous VM state tracking and transfer, unlike
migration. HERE further proposes two optimizations on the VM
replication process:

Dynamic control of checkpointing period. Live replication often
induces significant overhead on applications running in the repli-
cated VMs, a reason why it is mostly used for critical workloads that
cannot support a long downtime in the event of a failure. In other
words, availability is more important than performance for such

workloads. In current implementations of asynchronous state repli-
cation, VM execution state is released following a checkpointing
period defined at the start of the VM. As such, this value effec-
tively serves as an “average-case” recovery point objective which
cannot be changed during the lifetime of the VM, and therefore
cannot adapt to changing workloads that demand different check-
point frequencies. Such a heuristic is not necessarily desirable for
mission-critical applications, where as stated above, the goal is
often to minimize data loss rather than to maximize application
performance. HERE proposes a VM replication approach where the
checkpointing period is dynamically adapted to the VM’s activity
based on two configurable parameters: 1) the desired replication
overhead 𝐷 ; and 2) the maximum tolerable downtime in case of
failure 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 . We show that our solution is capable of maximizing
the replicated VM’s protection while staying within the predefined
constraints, regardless of the characteristics of the workload.

Optimized multithreaded replication. Current replication imple-
mentations mostly use a single thread to track and send dirty VM
pages to perform replication of an entire VM. Such implementations
are not capable of efficiently utilizing the full speed of modern net-
work adapters, which can offer hundreds of gigabits of throughput
per port. HERE proposes a multithreading scheme adapted to each
phase of the replication process to reduce its overhead.

In short, we propose the following contributions in our paper:
• We analyze heterogeneous replication in relation to recent
hypervisor vulnerabilities, and show how it can be used to
harden virtualization infrastructure from exploits;
• We build HERE, our implementation of heterogeneous repli-
cation on top of two open-source hypervisors, Xen and KVM;
• We show that HERE is capable of breaking unknown exploits
without causing system interruption by integrating exploit
prevention techniques;
• We evaluate HERE at a machine scale to investigate its over-
head when running typical network, computing and data-
base benchmark workloads.

The rest of our article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
our observations andmotivations for the creation ofHERE. Section 3
presents the necessary background to understand our contribution.
Section 4 presents the general overview of HERE. Sections 5 to 7
present the design and implementation of HERE. Section 8 presents
the evaluation results. Section 9 discusses the related works. Sec-
tion 10 concludes our paper.

2 MOTIVATION
The prevalence of denial-of-service vulnerabilities. We investi-

gated vulnerabilities in five commonly-used virtualization products
(Xen, Linux KVM, QEMU, VMware ESXi and Microsoft Hyper-V)
published in an eight-year period from 2013 to 2020 on the NIST
National Vulnerability Database [3]. For each product, we counted
the total number of CVEs in the given period, the number of CVEs
having an impact on availability (CVSS 2.0 Availability impact of
Partial or higher), as well as the number of DoS-only CVEs (CVSS
2.0 Confidentiality and Integrity impact equals None).1 We show

1Note that some projects, e.g. Linux, do not normally assign CVEs for security bugs [47];
as a result, this is not an exhaustive listing of all vulnerabilities. Nevertheless, we
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our findings in Table 1. We observe that 1) among all hypervi-
sors, most vulnerabilities have an impact on availability; and 2)
DoS-specific vulnerabilities make up a substantial proportion of hy-
pervisor vulnerabilities, especially with the open-source products
we investigated (Xen, Linux KVM and QEMU). Our claim is corrob-
orated by other works studying hypervisor vulnerabilities [29, 38].

Table 1: DoS vulnerability stats by hypervisor, 2013-2020.
“Avail” signifies vulnerabilities with an availability impact.
“DoS” signifies vulnerabilities that only impact availability
(“DoS exploits”).

Product CVEs Avail Avail% DoS DoS%
Xen 312 282 90.4% 152 48.7%
KVM 74 68 91.9% 38 51.4%
QEMU 308 290 94.2% 192 62.3%
ESXi 70 55 78.6% 16 22.9%
Hyper-V 116 95 81.9% 44 37.9%

Little overlap between vulnerabilities of different hypervisors. As
shown in other works [24], while individual hypervisors encounter
multiple vulnerabilities of different severities every year, different
hypervisors tend to share very few vulnerabilities overall (one
critical and two medium-severity in a period of seven years). This
means a software vulnerability on a hypervisor is unlikely to affect
a different hypervisor, a property we utilize in our solution.

The difficulty of mitigating availability issues. Various techniques
exist to address unintentional availability issues, e.g. hardware
failures or environmental disasters. For example, live VM replica-
tion [9, 53] proposes recovery from hardware errors by replicating
a VM’s execution state onto a remote host, as we presented in
Section 1. Nevertheless, live replication alone is not sufficient to
address intentional exploit attempts, including DoS exploits, as fail-
ing over from the primary to the replica does little to address the
actual underlying vulnerability.

Denial-of-service vulnerabilities can originate frommultiple root
causes: memory bugs (use-after-free/null dereference/buffer over-
flow/etc.) causing crashes upon handling untrusted input; resource
exhaustion attacks (e.g. Slowloris, fork bombs); or algorithmic com-
plexity attacks, a subclass of resource exhaustion attacks that focus
on algorithmic behaviors (e.g. evil regexes, hash table flooding). DoS
issues resulting from this class of attacks are especially difficult to
find and fix [30]. The wide spectrum of possible DoS causes makes
identifying and stopping them a complex task that requires the use
of many different classes of mitigations. Defenses against DoS can
take the form of sanitizers (e.g. AddressSanitizer [37] for memory
bugs; SlowFuzz [30] and PerfFuzz [19] for algorithmic complexity
issues), or active patching techniques to respond to newly-known
DoS exploits [32, 54]. While commonly used, patching has the dis-
advantage of requiring the existence of an update or workaround
before the problem could be corrected; the system could have been
brought down well before a patch is widely available.

believe that the enumerated CVEs are a representative selection of vulnerabilities in
each product.

Exploit mitigation: or how to downgrade exploits to DoS. Cur-
rent operating systems and applications employ numerous exploit
mitigation techniques such as NX bits, address space layout ran-
domization, control-flow integrity [1], checked pointers [11, 20, 51],
syscall filters [6, 46], and so on. While an effective barrier against
attacks that aim to take control over the target, exploit mitigations
do not address the root cause of the vulnerability; upon detecting
an active exploitation, the mitigation process cannot easily revert
the resulting state corruption, and therefore the most secure re-
sponse is to force a system crash. This approach essentially turns
an exploitable vulnerability into a denial-of-service attack onto the
concerned system.

3 BACKGROUND
In this section, we present the general principles of live VM repli-
cation-based fault tolerance, as well as its implementation in the
Xen hypervisor.

3.1 Live VM Replication
VM replication provides a system-level fault tolerance for critical
workloads. It does not require any changes to applications running
inside the protected VM. Moreover, as the whole system state is
replicated, hardware failures remain fully transparent to users. Nev-
ertheless, the frequent state synchronization between the primary
and secondary hosts imposes a significant performance penalty. In
general, hypervisors provide two main models of state replication:
1) asynchronous state replication [4] (ASR for short), where the VM
execution state on the primary host is buffered to the replica, and
its activity released via static periodic checkpoints; or 2) VM lock-
stepping [9] (LSR for short), where both the primary and replica
execute at the same time in order to lower the replication overhead,
with their divergence closely controlled via a replication controller.
While LSR reduces the overhead on the replicated VM compared to
ASR, it necessitates a replication controller that implies significant
similarities between the device model implementations of the pri-
mary and replica VM to minimize the resulting divergence. As a
result, we make use of the ASR replication model, so as to enable
more diversity between different implementations.

3.2 Remus: Live VM Replication on Xen
Xen is a type-1 hypervisor that consists of a hypervisor core that
ensures isolation between different VMs, a privileged VM (“domain-
0”) responsible for managing the creation and destruction of other
VMs (“domains”), and driver domains that manage and partition
device resources. Each virtual device in a Xen domain can run in one
of several modes: emulated, where the virtual device approximates
a real hardware device; paravirtualized (PV), where the virtual
device is exposed through an optimized API shared between the
hypervisor and the VM; and passthrough, where the VM is given
direct access to real hardware under the isolation of an IOMMU.

Xen provides an ASR-based VM replication solution called Re-
mus [4]. Figure 2 presents the general architecture of Remus. In
summary, Remus consists of a state replication engine that sends
the VM states to a remote host, which is then responsible for loading
this state into the replica VM.
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Figure 2: Architecture of Remus VM replication.

Figure 3 illustrates the two main steps of setting up VM replica-
tion in Remus. The running VM is first seeded over to the second
host using live migration ❷, where the unreplicated memory pages
(cf. dirty pages) are copied iteratively until the number of dirty
pages goes below a certain threshold, or the maximum iteration
count has been reached (5 iterations in the case of Xen). The page
copying process uses the same dirty tracking and iteration thresh-
olding algorithm as normal live migration, making use of shadow
paging [2] or hardware-assisted dirty page logging (e.g. PML) when-
ever available. At the end of the seeding step ❸, Xen pauses the
VM and transfers over any remaining dirty pages, as well as the
vCPU and virtual device states over to the secondary host.

Once the initial state of the VM has been copied, it enters a
continuous replication phase where the VM’s state is synchronized
with its replica using checkpoints at regular intervals noted 𝑇 . Re-
mus implements this continuous replication via repeated live VM
migrations ❹, where in each iteration (1) the VM is paused; (2-3) the
dirty memory and device states are copied to the secondary host; (4)
the backup host acknowledges the reception of the checkpoint; and
finally (5) the primary VM is resumed. We call 𝑡 the period between
the steps (1-5) where the primary VM is paused. To ensure consis-
tency of any network operations between the protected VM and
external clients in case of failure of the primary host, all outgoing
I/O traffic of the primary VM is buffered during the entire execution
period𝑇 , and only released once the corresponding checkpoint has
completed (step 6). Upon failure of the primary host, the VM’s state
reverts back to that of the previous checkpoint, and VM activity
resumes on the secondary physical host.

Time
Migration Checkpointing

VM

Memory copy

1. Dirty memory copied
VM not paused

1. VM paused
2. Dirtied Memory
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3. vCPU and device
states sent
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Final Mig. iteration
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Figure 3: Live VM replication workflow with Remus.

4 HERE: HETEROGENEOUS REPLICATION
FOR ROBUST FAULT TOLERANCE

In Section 2, we observe that replication/failover techniques are
effective against unintentional failures, and patching techniques
are effective against known DoS exploits for whom patches and/or
workarounds are available. However, neither of these techniques
are capable of tackling both types of availability issues at the same
time, nor are they capable of addressing unknown DoS exploits
(which can be discovered ahead-of-time by adversaries using the
static analyzers mentioned above).

With HERE, we make the key observation that replication tech-
niques can be combined with the principle of software diversity to
cover all three aforementioned issue categories. Software diversity
has been the target of previous research [17, 33] as a method for
increasing the resiliency of a software system to attacks.

4.1 Threat Model
As stated above, the goal of HERE is to provide a virtualized infras-
tructure that is protected from accidental failures of the underlying
software/hardware, and is resistant to active exploitation of DoS
vulnerabilities. We assume that besides accidental system failures,
a malicious user can use a hypervisor vulnerability to launch DoS
attacks against the hypervisor host, or against other protected VMs
running on the same host. These attacks can originate from a guest
VM controlled by the guest attacker, or any external services with a
connection to the hypervisor hosts. Figure 1 and Table 2 summarize
the general coverage of our solution.

Table 2: HERE’s coverage of DoS issues from various sources.

Source Guest failure Host failure
Accidents; HW/SW errors Yes Yes
Guest user No Yes
Guest kernel No Yes
Other guests Yes Yes
Other services Yes Yes

4.2 Overview of Heterogeneous Replication
The main idea of HERE is to extend live VM replication so that
protected VMs can be replicated from one hypervisor to a different
hypervisor. We present below how HERE can enhance the robust-
ness of a virtualized system:

HERE against accidental failures. Being based on live VM replica-
tion, HERE provides protection against unintentional failure of the
primary virtualization host. In case of a hardware failure, power
loss or a similar incident, the replica VM automatically activates,
restoring access to any service running inside the protected VM.

HERE against DoS exploits. Once the primary host is brought
down by a DoS exploit on its hypervisor 𝐻𝐴 , whether originat-
ing from the guest or an external source, the replica VM is then
activated on a secondary host running a completely different hy-
pervisor 𝐻𝐵 . As stated in Section 2, two hypervisors with differing
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implementations are not likely to be affected by the same soft-
ware vulnerability. Therefore, the secondary host is not likely to be
vulnerable to the same issue, rendering said DoS exploit unusable.

5 ARCHITECTURE OF HERE
Figure 4 shows the general architecture of the platform in a simple
VM replication scenario. HERE is installed as a user-mode compo-
nent of both hypervisors to replicate selected VMs.HERE consists of
the following core components: a state manager that manages VM
execution and extracts VM execution states to be replicated; a device
manager that handles virtual device-specific states; a state translator
that supports replication between heterogeneous hypervisors; and
finally, a dynamic checkpoint period manager.

Hypervisor I

Protected
VM

Memory & device
States

IO Buffer

Replication
Engine

Replica
VM 

(not running)

Memory & device
states

Replication
Engine

External 
Network

External 
Network

Device Manager

Dynamic
Period Mana.

Hypervisor II

Parallel
Transfer

...

State translator

Figure 4: Architecture of HERE.

5.1 State Manager
This component is responsible for controlling the VM’s execution
throughout the replication process, and for replicating the VM’s
virtual CPU andmemory states. Following the VM replication work-
flow presented in Section 3.2, the state manager makes use of the
source hypervisor’s memory tracking facilities throughout the ini-
tial migration and subsequent periodic checkpoints. To optimize
the replication process, the state manager uses a multithreaded
implementation adapted to each individual phase of the VM repli-
cation process. We present further details on the implementation
of the state manager in Section 7.

5.2 Device Manager
This component handles I/O-level replication of networking states,
by buffering outgoing traffic and releasing buffered packets when
each checkpoint is acknowledged by the remote replica. We opted
for a heterogeneous device model strategy, i.e. the primary and sec-
ondary hypervisors provide different device models to the protected
VMs. The secondary hypervisor’s device manager is responsible
for switching the VM from the primary hypervisor’s device model
to the secondary’s. Such a design avoids sharing the same vulnera-
bilities when using the same device models between the primary
and secondary VMs.

5.3 State Translator
A prerequisite of heterogeneous replication is the ability to trans-
late VM states from one hypervisor to another. The state translator
component is responsible for translating the virtual CPU, memory

and device states of the VM into a format that can be loaded onto
the replica VM. Following previous studies on live migration be-
tween heterogeneous hypervisors [21, 24], the state translation is
done by copying the contents of vCPU registers into a common
format, then restoring the corresponding data into the secondary
hypervisor’s format. To make sure that the protected VM can be
safely resumed on the secondary hypervisor, HERE ensures vir-
tualization compatibility between both hypervisors by adjusting
platform features as necessary.

5.4 Dynamic Checkpoint Period Manager
In Section 3.2, we established that Remus’s fixed-frequency check-
pointing necessarily creates a delay between the primary and replica
VM. Lockstepping approaches like COLO significantly reduce the
delay by simultaneously executing the primary and replica, how-
ever they require substantial similarities between the primary and
secondary hypervisor implementations to keep replica divergence
under control. As a result, these approaches are not appropriate in
a heterogeneous environment using multiple hypervisors.

In checkpointed replication solutions like Remus, all outgoing
traffic must be buffered during the entire duration of the checkpoint.
The amount of incoming traffic lost in case of a failover event is
therefore proportional to the checkpoint interval. However, Remus
uses a fixed checkpoint interval that cannot adapt to the workload
being protected.

We define the performance degradation caused by a checkpoint
for a given period 𝑇 in Equation 1, with 𝑡 being how long the VM
is paused during that checkpoint (see Figure 3). We will see that 𝑡
depends on 𝑇 . We chose the real checkpoint duration rather than
the replication traffic’s packet count to account for variations in
the replication network interface’s performance, for example due
to network congestion.

𝐷𝑇 =
𝑡

𝑡 +𝑇 (1)

As stated in Section 1, we focus our attention on critical work-
loads where availability is preferable over performance. We there-
fore aim not to keep the same checkpointing interval 𝑇 , but to
reduce the checkpointing interval (i.e. checkpointing more fre-
quently) so as to reduce the amount of potential computation loss
in the event of a host failure. To this end, the dynamic checkpointing
manager controls the checkpointing interval under the constraints
of two parameters: the desired performance degradation denoted
𝐷 (which is a soft limit that can be exceeded at high loads), and
the maximum tolerated checkpointing interval 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (which is a
hard limit that must be followed in all cases). The main task of this
component can therefore be modeled in Equation 2.

Find 𝑇 such that

{
𝐷𝑇 ≈ 𝐷 (soft)
𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (hard)

(2)

Analogous to previous work like Adaptive Remus [5], HERE
allows the checkpoint period to vary, but the comparison stops
there. Contrary to HERE, Adaptive Remus targets IO applications
in particular and provides only two period settings: a default setting,
and a lower checkpointing period setting enabled when IO activity
is detected in the VM. The key idea is that reducing the checkpoint
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period decreases the buffering time of outgoing traffic, which speeds
up communication and thus service delivery.

𝑇 varies over time depending on the activity of the workload.
In other words, the dynamic checkpoint interval calculation is
done depending on the VM’s memory activity. As presented in
Section 3, each checkpoint’s pause period involves copying any
dirtied memory pages to the replica, followed by transfer of vCPU
states before the primary VM is resumed. The pause/resume and
state transfer steps take a constant amount of time regardless of VM
activity; however, the memory copying step might take a variable
amount of time based on how many pages need to be copied. In
other words, the pause duration 𝑡 is a combination of the variable
cost 𝑓 (𝑁 ) for copying 𝑁 memory pages divided by the parallelism
factor 𝑃 plus an amortized constant cost 𝐶 (Equation 3):

𝑡 =
𝑓 (𝑁 )
𝑃
+𝐶 (3)

We use a step-based approach to find an interval containing
the target value 𝑇 , i.e. for every checkpoint, we adjust 𝑇 by fixed
increments 𝜎 of the period length. Algorithm 1 shows the recal-
culation of the period 𝑇 after every checkpoint. At the beginning
of the continuous replication process, we set 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 to avoid
exceeding the replication interval constraint. For every subsequent
checkpoint, we measure the known pause duration 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 and calcu-
late the associated performance degradation 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 . In case we have
a degradation budget (i.e. 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝐷), we adjust the interval by one
step 𝜎 , preserving the last-known good interval as 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 (lines 7
and 8). If we exceeded the degradation budget (i.e. 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 > 𝐷), we
walk back the interval to the previously-known good value (line 10).
If restoring the interval 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 is not effective, we directly adjust 𝑇
to the midpoint between the current 𝑇 and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (line 13).

Algorithm 1 Checkpoint interval adjustment algorithm.
1: 𝑇 ← 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

2: 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 ← 𝐷

3: while perform checkpoint do
4: 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ← measured pause duration
5: 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ← 𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟

𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟+𝑇
6: if 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝐷 then
7: 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 ← 𝑇

8: 𝑇 ← 𝑇 − 𝜎
9: else if 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 ≤ 𝐷 then
10: 𝑇 ← 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣
11: else
12: 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 ← 𝑇

13: 𝑇 ← 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝑇+𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

2 , 𝜎)
14: end if
15: 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 ← 𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟

16: end while

The last question that remains in our algorithm is the computa-
tion of the pause duration 𝑡 at each checkpoint. There is a linear
relationship between the transfer duration and the number of pages,
as illustrated in Figure 5. In fact, as we demonstrate later in our
evaluations, the higher the number of pages to be transferred, the
longer the page transmission time. We therefore model 𝑡 as the
linear Equation 4.
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Figure 5: The linear relationship between number of dirty
pages and page sending time 𝑓 (𝑁 ) = 𝛼𝑁 .

𝑡 =
𝛼𝑁

𝑃
+𝐶 (4)

6 SECURITY PROPERTIES OF HERE
Effectiveness of HERE against DoS exploits. One can argue that

once the replica VM has switched onto the secondary hypervisor
𝐻𝐵 , the system remains vulnerable to another DoS attack. How-
ever, in such cases, HERE effectively doubles the effort needed to
completely bring down the protected infrastructure. Rather than
only having to craft one DoS exploit, the attacker now needs to use
two different exploits at the same time, as failure to bring down
both systems means any remaining system can continue running
the protected services.

Increasing security with exploit mitigation without sacrificing
availability. Another benefit of HERE is that it can be combined
with exploit mitigation technologies to maintain system availability
while increasing security at the same time. As stated above, an ex-
ploit mitigated by one of these technologies might end up crashing
the system. However, the live VM replication of HERE helps ensure
that even in case of such a crash, the protected VM keeps operating
thanks to the secondary hypervisor.

7 IMPLEMENTATION
We organize this section as follows: Section 7.1 describes our experi-
mental environment; the latter sections present the implementation
of HERE in detail.

7.1 Environment
We implemented HERE on two exemplary hypervisors: Xen 4.12
and KVM (using kvmtool as the userspace component) in order to
replicate a running VM from Xen to KVM. This implementation
choice is motivated by Xen and KVM being commonly-used, open-
source hypervisors with different architectures.

7.2 State Manager
We modified Xen’s built-in migration code in two ways. Firstly,
we extended Xen’s dirty page tracking code to allow independent
tracking of dirty pages for each vCPU. To this end, we implemented
a mechanism in the Xen kernel that gathers dirty page information
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from each vCPU using Intel PML2 into a ringbuffer that could be
read independently for that vCPUwithout having to interrupt other
vCPUs. Secondly, we implemented support for multithreaded mi-
gration to speed up the live VM replication process. Multithreading
in HERE is done in two different ways:

(1) For the seeding phase of VM replication (see Section 3.2), we
set up individual migrator threads for each vCPU of the VM.
Each migrator thread then sends its own dirty pages to the
second host following Xen’s migration iteration algorithm.
As the VM stays running during the entire first migration
phase, the same memory page could be modified by multiple
vCPUs, leading to consistency problems on that memory
page. To account for this issue, the migration process keeps
track of “problematic” pages that are potentially impacted
by consistency problems, and resends these pages during
the final stop-and-copy step. A page is considered “prob-
lematic” if it has been transferred several times by different
threads, meaning that it was modified by different vCPUs.
This method is appropriate when the VM’s utilization level
is low (e.g. when VM replication is being initialized after
booting and before the VM goes into service).

(2) During the continuous replication phase, we again start mul-
tiple migrator threads, where each thread is responsible for
sending chunks of the VM’s memory. Specifically, we split
the VM’s memory ranges into disjoint regions of uniform
size (2 MB in our implementation). These regions are then
assigned to the migrator threads in a round-robin fashion.
During each checkpoint operation, each thread reads the
shared dirty bitmap, finds pages it needs to migrate using
the above assignment, then copies it to the remote host.

7.3 Device Manager
As we opted for a heterogeneous device model strategy, this com-
ponent implements the configuration of devices on the replica
VM. Contrasting with heterogeneous migration [21, 24] where the
failover is triggered by the administrator, failover can happen any-
time in a replication system. Therefore, HERE cannot prepare for it
using the same strategy as for example unplugging devices on the
primary VM and replugging them on the secondary VM. Instead,
we use the following approach. Recall that I/O operations on the
replica VM are only performed when it is activated following a
failure on the primary host; upon a failure event, we instruct the
guest VM to safely unplug its old I/O devices, followed by installing
new devices that are compatible with the secondary hypervisor.
Replication does not work on passthrough devices because back-
tracking is usually necessary and only provided by para-virtualized
devices. As a consequence, HERE only handles PV devices.

7.4 State Translator
This component is inspired by previous work on migration on
heterogeneous hypervisors [21, 24]. We implemented the necessary
translation of VM migration states from Xen to KVM, including
CPU registers, memory pages, timers, interrupt controllers, and any
other emulated features. Additionally, we adjusted CPU features of

2Intel PageModification Logging is a hardware feature that allows for trackingmodified
memory pages of VMs per vCPU.

the protected VM exposed by the CPUID instruction on both Xen
and KVM to make sure that the protected VM can safely resume
on the secondary hypervisor.

7.5 Dynamic Checkpoint Period Manager
This component is responsible for controlling the VM checkpointing
period as described in Section 5. We again modified Xen’s migration
algorithm to measure the last checkpoint duration and calculate the
resulting checkpoint frequency to be applied in the next iteration.
As stated previously, we used checkpoint duration as our main
metric rather than relying on the number of sent packets because
the resulting degradation can vary depending on existing traffic on
the network adapter.

7.6 Implementation Size
We implemented HERE in approximately 9000 lines of code, of
which 800 lines of code belong to the Xen kernel, and 8000 lines
belong to Xen and KVM’s userspace components (xl, libxl, libxc
and kvmtool). We additionally inserted a minimal Linux kernel
module of 150 lines of code into the guest in order to receive mi-
gration events from the device manager. No changes were made to
the host’s Linux kernel (Dom0). From the minimal changes needed
to the host’s OS kernel (Xen), HERE should have minimal impact
on the host hypervisor’s security properties.

7.7 Integrating HERE in Data Centers
HERE forces the usage of multiple hypervisors in a data center. As
previous work has demonstrated [24], some data centers already
manage multiple hypervisors. Thus, the heterogeneity of virtual-
ization systems in data centers is a concept already popular. HERE
advocates to use this heterogeneity for a robust replication. In ad-
dition, virtualization systems are very often administered by tools
such as Openstack which is based on standard libraries such as
libvirt which interfaces with all hypervisors.

8 EVALUATION
In this section, we present our evaluation results of HERE. With
these evaluations, we plan to answer the following questions:
• How does HERE ensure continuation of service when con-
fronted with a denial of service only attack on the primary
hypervisor?
• How does HERE’s migration phase perform compared to the
default VM migration?
• How does HERE’s checkpointing phase perform compared
to Remus?
• How accurate is HERE’s dynamic period manager at detect-
ing workload variations and defining an appropriate check-
pointing period?
• What is the overhead of HERE on protected VMs, and how
does that impact application performance?

8.1 Experimental Setup
Hardware. We evaluated HERE on two servers with their charac-

teristics described in Table 3. HERE does not implement migration
and replication on heterogeneous hardware yet. This limitation is
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the subject of future work. We reserved 10 GB of memory for the
privileged domain Dom0 in Xen. For all of our evaluations, we used
the Ethernet adapter exclusively for VM communications, while the
Omni-Path interconnect is reserved for migration and replication.

Table 3: Hardware configurations.

Component Characteristics
CPU 2x Intel Xeon Gold 6130
Memory 192 GB (96 GB per node)
Ethernet Intel X710 10GbE (NUMA node 0)
Interconnect Intel Omni-Path HFI 100 (NUMA node 0)
Storage 1.0 TB HDD
OS Debian 10

Applications. We evaluated HERE using several types of appli-
cations, including CPU-, memory- and I/O-intensive applications.
Table 4 provides a list of benchmarks used in our experiments.

8.2 Analyzing HERE’s Security Properties
In this section, we analyze HERE’s ability to protect guest OSes
from DoS attacks.

The benefits of heterogeneity. As stated in section 4.2, it is
unlikely for two different hypervisors to be subject to the same
software vulnerability unless they share a substantial part of their
source code. For example, since both Xen and QEMU-KVM hyper-
visors use QEMU to emulate their device models, implementing
HERE on them would not have protected the guest from QEMU
vulnerabilities (e.g. CVE-2015-3456). We avoided this scenario by
implementing our solution on top of Xen and Linux KVM/kvmtool.

Vulnerability analysis. Table 1 shows that 80% to 95% of hy-
pervisor vulnerabilities documented between 2013–2020 have an
effect on availability. Among these vulnerabilities, approximately
half solely impact availability without affecting the integrity of the
hypervisor or its VMs; we therefore consider these to be DoS-only
vulnerabilities. For instance, 49% of Xen’s vulnerabilities fall into
this category; 41% of vulnerabilities affect both availability and
integrity; and only 10% do not affect Xen’s availability.

To explore the impact of HERE in the event of an attack, we
further studied the 49% DoS-only attacks on Xen following the
same approach used by Diego et al. [29]. In other words, we inves-
tigated each vulnerability’s root cause, attack vectors, application
targets, the post-attack outcome of the hypervisor and running
VMs, and finally the applicability of HERE to these vulnerabilities.
We ignored vulnerabilities that also affect integrity because unless
some mitigation technique can downgrade them into availability

Table 4: Description of benchmarks.

Benchmark (metric) Description
Memory benchmark Write-intensive benchmark using a

defined memory percentage
YCSB RocksDB (ops/sec) Database benchmark suite
SPEC CPU 2006 (ops/sec) CPU/memory intensive programs
Sockperf (latency) Network-intensive benchmark

only vulnerabilities, replication is useless against them. Table 5
summarizes our findings.

Regarding the attack vectors of these vulnerabilities, we ob-
served the following partition: 25% originate from virtual device
management (whether emulated, paravirtualized or passthrough);
20% originate from hypercall processing; 12% originate from vCPU
management; 7% originate from shadow paging; 2% originate from
VM exit handling; and the remaining 34% originate from other Xen
components. Finally, regarding the target components of each vul-
nerability, we find that 84.5% target the Xen hypervisor core, Dom0
and tools; 12.5% target the guest OS; and the remaining 3% target
other Xen software (e.g. Xenstore). Finally, our findings show that
more than half of DoS-only vulnerabilities are launched from a
guest user-space process; the remaining half require ring-0 kernel
privileges to be executed.

While investigating the post-attack outcome of each vulnerabil-
ity, we defined three possibilities: (1) where the targeted component
crashes and is completely shut down; (2) where the target hangs
(i.e. stops responding to all requests); and (3) where the target mal-
functions so as to cause starvation of certain resources. We observe
that a large majority of DoS-only vulnerabilities (79%) caused its
target to crash; 13% caused a hang; and only 8% caused a resource
starvation. Nevertheless, we note that regardless of a vulnerability’s
outcome, HERE remains applicable as a countermeasure when an
attack is detected.

In the current implementation of HERE, we rely on a periodic
heartbeat between the primary and replica hosts to ensure that the
hypervisors are functioning normally. Furthermore, it is possible
to couple HERE with works such as [25, 31] that focus on detecting
attacks on hypervisors. Once an attack is detected, the affected
hypervisor can safely crash; control of the VM is then handed over
to the second hypervisor, and the VM continues to function.

Table 5: Distribution of DoS-only vulnerabilities by target,
post-attack outcomes, and applicability of HERE.

Target Outcome HERE

84.5% Xen, Dom0, Tools
66.0% Crash Applicable
13.0% Hang Applicable
5.5% Starvation Applicable

12.5% Guest OS 10.0% Crash Applicable
2.5% Starvation Applicable

3.0% Other software 3.0% Crash Applicable

8.3 Evaluating VM Migration Optimizations
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the optimizations
to the VM migration process implemented in HERE.

We compared a VM migration implementation with the opti-
mizations proposed in HERE to Xen’s default implementation using
two different scenarios: (1) migrating an idle VM; and (2) migrating
a VM running our memory microbenchmark described above.

Migrating idle VMs. We evaluated the migration time of an idle
VM equipped with 4 vCPUs and various memory sizes ranging from
1 to 20 GB using both HERE and Xen. The resulting migration times
are shown on the left side of Figure 6. We note that despite our
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migration being slightly slower for small VM sizes (1-2 GB RAM),
we gain increasing migration performance of up to 25% for larger
VMs (8-20 GB RAM). This is explained by the VM migration time
being dependent on memory size: the more memory the VM has,
the more time it takes to copy it to the remote host, and therefore
the bigger the impact of HERE. According to [24], for any number of
vCPUs ormemory size, migration time is the same for bothHyperTP
and Xen’s default implementation.We conclude that HERE provides
the same gain of performance compared to HyperTP.

Migrating VMs under memory load. We implemented a bench-
mark that performs random memory operations to artificially load
the migration process. We ran the benchmark on a VM with 4
vCPUs and 20 GB of RAM, while varying the amount of memory
allocated to the benchmark between 10% and 80% of total memory
(i.e. 2 GB to 16 GB). The right side of Figure 6 shows the migration
times under each condition. We observe that migration speed was
significantly impacted even at 10% memory consumption; however,
the optimizations of HERE improved migration time by nearly 49%
compared to Xen live migration (and thus HyperTP).

8.4 Evaluating VM Replication Optimizations
In this section, we aim to show the performance improvements
brought by our VM replication optimizations. To this end, we con-
figured both HERE and Remus with a fixed replication period of 8
seconds, then compared the memory transfer time per checkpoint
of each solution under various VM memory sizes using a 30% mem-
ory load for our benchmark. We also measured the time needed to
resume the protected VM, which corresponds with the period from
when the secondary host is aware of a primary failure to when the
replica VM resumes operation.

Checkpoint memory transfer time comparisons. In this evaluation,
we focus on the memory transfer time for each checkpoint in order
to calculate the performance degradation following Equation 1. Fig-
ures 8a and 8b show respectively the checkpoint transfer times for
the idle VM and memory microbenchmark VM; Figures 8c and 8d
present the calculated degradations. First of all, we note that the
memory microbenchmark causes a significant increase in check-
point transfer time, as is expected from a memory write-intensive
benchmark. Nevertheless, we observe that HERE’s optimizations
provide a checkpoint transfer time up to 70% lower than that of Re-
mus on idle VMs and 49% lower on loaded VMs. This points to our
multithreaded checkpoint transferring algorithm being more per-
formant than that of Xen’s. Concerning the calculated performance
degradation, we observe that our solution brings little improvement
on idle VMs (considering that the total calculated degradation of
Remus is less than 1%); however on loaded VMs our solution shows
a clear improvement over Remus, since the checkpoint transfer
time starts becoming more significant at higher memory loads.

Replica VM resumption time. We also evaluated the time required
to resume the replica VM with HERE in the event of a failure. Using
the same configuration as the previous experiments, we stopped the
primary VM and counted the time from the beginning of the failover
process to when the replica restarts its operation. Figure 7 presents
the obtained results. We observe that the VM resumption time on
HERE is in the order of 10 milliseconds. The short length of this
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Figure 6:Migration times of idle VM (left) andmemory bench-
mark VM (right).
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Figure 7: Replica resumption times for idle VM (left) and
microbenchmark VM (right).
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Figure 8: Checkpoint transfer times of idle (a) and loaded
VMs (b); Perf. degradations of idle (c) and loaded VMs (d).

duration is mostly due to the more efficient userspace component
kvmtool. We also note that this resumption time does not increase
with the VM’s memory size or load level. Note that the total time
until the VM continues its operation is also dependent on other
factors (checkpoint frequency, heartbeat frequency, etc.)

8.5 Evaluating the Dynamic Checkpoint Period
Manager

In this section, we evaluate HERE’s dynamic checkpoint period
manager, responsible for adapting the checkpoint period to the
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workload. In a VM with 4 vCPUs and 8 GB of memory, we con-
figured our memory microbenchmark to execute a workload that
varies with time; the benchmark is configured to use 20% of the
memory at first, increasing to 80% afterwards and falling back to 5%
at the end. We configured HERE with a desired degradation 𝐷 = 0.3
(i.e. 30%) and𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 25 seconds. We monitored the selected check-
point period 𝑇 and the instantaneous calculated degradations 𝐷𝑇

over the lifetime of the benchmark. The obtained results are pre-
sented in Figure 9, in which the benchmark’s load level is denoted
by the green line named Load.

We observe that following an increase in workload from 20% to
80% around the 20th second, HERE automatically adapts to this load
and increases the checkpoint period at the 40th second (as shown by
the blue line named Period). Correspondingly, when the load level
falls back down to 5% at the 125th second, the checkpoint period
is also automatically adjusted shortly after. The bottom graph of
Figure 9 shows how HERE adapts the checkpointing parameters
following the user’s given constraints. Except for a short adjustment
period after each change in load levels, the resulting performance
overhead (shown by the black line denoted Overhead) follows the
preset overhead value of 30% (denoted by the red line named Set
Overhead). We conclude that HERE’s dynamic checkpoint period
manager respects the user’s provided VM replication parameters.

To validate this conclusion, we carried out the same evaluation
with the Workload A from YCSB benchmark suite (more details on
the benchmark configuration is provided in the next section). The
obtained results are presented in Fig 10. The top figure shows the pe-
riod variation, while the bottom presents the calculated degradation.
We note that during the execution of the benchmark,HERE enforces
a degradation close to the set value of 30%. This is also observable
on the application performance; the workload on HERE shows a
performance of 28406 ops/sec, a slowdown of approximately 33.6%
compared to the baseline performance of 42779 ops/sec.

8.6 Database, CPU-Intensive and I/O
Benchmarks

In this section, we test the performance and adaptability ofHERE on
three different benchmark suites: YCSB, SPEC CPU 2006 and Sock-
perf. Each benchmark was evaluated under 3 conditions with HERE:
(1) an execution using HERE with a defined T𝑚𝑎𝑥 and degradation
set to 0% to enforce T = T𝑚𝑎𝑥 ; (2) HERE with a given degrada-
tion and no T𝑚𝑎𝑥 (T𝑚𝑎𝑥 =∞); and finally (3) HERE with a defined
degradation and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Table 6 presents a summary of these config-
urations. On all figures in this section, the numbers above the bars
represent the performance degradation in percentage.

Evaluations with YCSB.. We executed YCSB benchmark suite
running on a single VM using the 6 included workloads A to F, each
with 1 million records and 4million operations. The results obtained
for all scenarios are presented in Figs 11 12 13. More precisely, Fig 11
presents the results of HERE with a fixed T = T𝑚𝑎𝑥 . The figure also
contains results with Remus configured with the same periods. We
can observe that HERE’s optimizations provide a replication with
less overhead than Remus. For instance, with Workload A, Remus
provides a 52% and 45% respectively with periods of 3 and 5 seconds,
while HERE induces 32% and 28% for the same periods.
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Figure 9: Dynamic checkpoint period versus load level (top);
overhead versus load level (bottom).
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Figure 10: Dynamic checkpoint period for YCSB workload A.

Fig 12 presents the results of HERE with a set value for degra-
dation. We note that for smaller degradations (20 and 30%), HERE
successfully respects the defined value. However, this is more dif-
ficult for a higher degradation value of 40%. This is simply due to
the software and hardware cost of the stop-and-go replication pro-
cess. Indeed, with a high degradation value, checkpoints are more
frequent, therefore hardware overheads such as cache misses, TLB
misses and software overheads for scheduling the VM are increased.
All of this impacts the application’s observed degradation level.

Finally, Fig 13 presents the results of HERE with defined degra-
dation and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 values. We note that the observed degradation
numbers stay near the defined values, ranging from 48-53% for
𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (3𝑆𝑒𝑐,40%) and 33-38% with 𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (5𝑆𝑒𝑐,30%) . This is explained
by the fact that HERE forces the protected VM to follow the de-
sired degradation. This conclusion is confirmed on Fig 11 because
we can note that with periods of 3 and 5 seconds, the observed
degradations on YCSB are below 40% and 30% respectively.
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Figure 11: Evaluations of Remus and HERE using YCSB with
the same checkpoint period.
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Figure 12: Evaluations of HERE using YCSB with defined
degradation.
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Figure 13: Evaluations of HERE using YCSB with defined
degradation and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 .

Table 6: YCSB and Sockperf evaluation configurations.

Acronym Configuration
Xen Xen without replication
𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (3𝑆𝑒𝑐,0%) HERE with 𝐷 = 0% and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 3 seconds
𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (5𝑆𝑒𝑐,0%) HERE with 𝐷 = 0% and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 5 seconds
𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (∞,20%) HERE with 𝐷 = 20% and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∞
𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (∞,30%) HERE with 𝐷 = 30% and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∞
𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (∞,40%) HERE with 𝐷 = 40% and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∞
𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (5𝑠𝑒𝑐,30%) HERE with 𝐷 = 30% and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 5 seconds
𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (3𝑠𝑒𝑐,40%) HERE with 𝐷 = 40% and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 3 seconds
𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑢𝑠3𝑆𝑒𝑐 Remus with T = 3 seconds
𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑢𝑠5𝑆𝑒𝑐 Remus with T = 5 seconds

Evaluations with SPEC CPU 2006. We selected 4 benchmarks from
SPEC CPU 2006: gcc, cactuBSSN, namd and lbm. We then executed
these benchmarks with the configurations presented in Table 6.
Figs 14 15 16 highlight the obtained results. The observations are
similar to those of YCSB: on Fig 14, we can observe that HERE
leads to a smaller replication overhead than Remus for the same
checkpointing period. Regarding fixed-degradation replication, we
can note on Fig 15 that HERE manages to respect lower desired
degradations better than higher ones, again due to VM scheduling
effects. Finally, Fig 16 presents the evaluation with a defined degra-
dation and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 . As with YCSB, we can notice that the desired
degradation prevails over T𝑚𝑎𝑥 because with 3 and 5 seconds as

period, the degradation is lower than 40 and 30% respectively. This
is why the degradation is around 30-38% with 𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (5𝑆𝑒𝑐,30%) and
43 to 51% with 𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (3𝑆𝑒𝑐,40%) for all benchmarks.

Evaluations with Sockperf. We also evaluated networking latency
caused by VM replication using the Sockperf benchmark. We set up
Sockperf in “under-load” mode, where the VM replies to a percent-
age of incoming packets from a remote server. We used 3 different
configurations of Sockperf: using 64-byte packets (“load a”), using
1400-byte packets (“load b”), and using 8900-byte packets (“load c”)

Fig 17 presents the obtained latency with each workload (pre-
sented in log scale). On baseline Xen, we observe the expected
behavior, where latency mostly scales with packet size. With VM
replication, latency increases massively independent of packet size,
with 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑢𝑠3𝑆𝑒𝑐 and 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑢𝑠5𝑆𝑒𝑐 taking 845 msec and 1332 msec
per packet on average. This is caused by ASR approaches needing
to buffer each packet onto the replica before it’s released to the
outside world, leading to network latency being mostly dependent
on checkpoint frequency. HERE, thanks to its dynamic checkpoint
control, manages to limit the network latency to lower numbers
than that of Remus, at an average of 129 msec and 148 msec for
𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (3𝑆𝑒𝑐,40%) and 𝐻𝐸𝑅𝐸 (5𝑆𝑒𝑐,30%) respectively.
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Figure 14: Evaluations of Remus and HERE using SPEC CPU
2006.
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Figure 15: Evaluations of HERE using SPEC CPU 2006 with
defined degradation.
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Figure 16: Evaluations of HERE using SPEC CPU 2006 with
defined degradation and T𝑚𝑎𝑥 .

8.7 Overhead of HERE
As we mentioned in Section 5.1, VM replication is multithreaded
depending on the number of vCPUs. As these threads consume
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extra resources, in this evaluation, we aim to evaluate the amount
of CPU and memory resources consumed by HERE.
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Figure 17: Evaluations of network latencies of Remus and
HERE using Sockperf (log scale).

Note that this overhead mostly depends on the number of repli-
cation threads and not the checkpoint period, i.e. HERE’s overhead
with a period of 1 second will be the same as with a period of
5 seconds. We measured the CPU and memory consumption of
HERE when replicating a VM having 4 vCPUs and 16 GB of mem-
ory while running our microbenchmark, with a fixed replication
period of 1 second. We observe that despite the multithreaded im-
plementation, HERE only uses 62% CPU (with 100% CPU usage
being one fully-loaded CPU core) and a memory consumption of
314 MB (counted as resident set size), which is comparable to that
of existing solutions like Remus.

9 RELATEDWORK
Automated analysis of hypervisors. Like other types of software,

automated analysis tools [18, 39] are commonly used on hyper-
visors to detect and remedy potential security issues. VCC [18]
uses the Z3 theorem prover to analyze the safety of hypervisor
code using embedded annotations. Microkernels like seL4 [15],
NOVA [40] and Phidias/Schism [26] use formal methods to prove
their various security properties. The Linux kernel comes with
numerous compile-time and runtime tools for detecting kernel
bugs [42–45, 48]. Note that runtime analysis solutions can be com-
bined with HERE as described in Section 6 to enhance the security
of the hypervisor without inadvertently introducing DoS issues.

Fuzzing. Numerous works propose fuzzing of API surfaces to
detect software vulnerabilities [13, 28, 41]. HYPER-CUBE [34] im-
plements a custom guest OS for high-throughput hypervisor and
virtual device fuzzing. Nyx [35] uses coverage-guided fuzzing on
nested VMs to improve vulnerability detection. SlowFuzz and Perf-
Fuzz [19, 30] focus on the particular class of algorithmic complexity
vulnerabilities. Fuzzing can be combined with compile-time or run-
time analysis for enhanced coverage [14, 27].

Hypervisor live updating. HyperFresh [8] uses nested virtualiza-
tion to upgrade a running hypervisor without disrupting running
VMs. Orthus [54] proposes a thin KVM API wrapper for quickly re-
placing the KVM hypervisor module. VM-PHU and Hy-FiX [32, 36]
use fast soft-reboot techniques to replace a running hypervisor
with minimal downtime. While these solutions support moving
between different versions of the same hypervisor, they do not
support moving between different hypervisors. In addition, fast

reboot-based methods interrupt the VM by a non-negligible time
period of several seconds while the hypervisor is rebooted.

Heterogeneous hypervisor support. These solutions propose sup-
porting running VMs on multiple different hypervisors, and there-
fore are the most closely related to HERE. HyperTP [24] combines
fast soft-reboot and heterogeneous VM migration into a solution
called hypervisor transplant to allow switching between different
hypervisors; however, it does not propose a fault-tolerant replica-
tion solution and therefore can only be used once a vulnerability is
already known. The techniques used by HyperTP are similar to that
of Vagrant [21], which implements a solution that bridges different
hypervisors together in one VM migration framework, but does
not explicitly address security problems.

Live VM replication. Remus [4] proposes a checkpointing and I/O-
buffering algorithm for asynchronous VM replication. COLO [9]
executes the active and passive replicas in lockstep, comparing their
I/O outcomes to maintain consistency between the different repli-
cas. Adaptive Remus [5] modifies Remus to adapt the checkpointing
frequency based on network activity. rRVM [12] and Gannet [50]
make use of secondary-side I/O buffering to reduce replication over-
head. PLOVER [49] uses a paravirtualized approach for applying
state machine replication techniques to VM replication. To our best
knowledge, HERE is the first solution that proposes VM replication
across multiple different hypervisors.

10 CONCLUSION
In this article, we introduced HERE, a solution for enhancing the
security and availability of hypervisor infrastructure. We intro-
duced the unique protective strategy of heterogeneous replication
to protect a VM from multiple classes of failures, and showed its
applicability in light of our investigation on hypervisor vulnerabili-
ties. We proposed optimizations of the replication process to reduce
replication overhead; furthermore, we implemented additional logic
to control the performance impact of VM replication on running
applications. We discussed various concerns related to securely
implementing HERE in virtualized systems, including showing how
HERE combined with exploit mitigation can safeguard the system
against multiple classes of vulnerabilities without sacrificing avail-
ability or increasing its attack surface. Finally, we evaluated the
performance and adaptability of HERE under multiple different sce-
narios, and showed how HERE could adapt its performance profile
following the user’s predetermined constraints.
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